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PARABLE OF THE CONFUSED CAMERA 

(In the Word) 

 

 The perfect shot.  After waiting for just the right lighting and position of his 

subject, the most beautiful white cloud overhead, and a calmness in the wind that had 

blown all day, Rick was ready to snap the picture with his new camera.  His left hand 

rested beneath the camera to steady any movement.  He aimed and pushed the button.  

Nothing happened.  He made certain it was “on” and tried again – nothing.  A bit 

perturbed, he checked that the film was loaded properly and the batteries were good and 

tried again – nothing.   

 By now his subject had moved away and a dark cloud had ruined the lighting.  

Rick’s frustration turned to anger and he felt like tossing the camera into the nearby lake.  

He certainly would take it back for a full refund the next day. 

 When he did that, the store manager asked him if he had read the owner’s manual.  

Rick said he had read enough to get it loaded properly and figured he would “learn as he 

went.”   

 “You purchased an excellent camera,” said the salesman.  “In fact, part of its 

beauty is its smartness.  It will not take an impossible picture.  If the settings you have 

chosen do not allow enough or too much light to be practical, it will refuse to waste your 

film.  Did you try putting it on ‘auto’ and letting the camera choose the best settings for 

the available light?”   

 “Well, no” Rick replied.  “I thought I’d just experiment with my own settings --

that I would learn more that way.” 

 Are we like Rick sometimes as we live out the Word of God?  We have this 

wonderful, detailed manual written by our Maker, the one who knows it and us inside and 

out and has written in it what we need to operate correctly in a very complicated and 

often hostile world.  But often we don’t take the time to read it, and instead “experiment,” 

trying to run things our way instead of following the tried and true directions already laid 

out for us by our Maker. 

 Now, Rick’s camera allowed for some flexibility on his part. God does too. He 

doesn’t try to change our personality and has not dictated in cement how we should 

handle every situation. But the basics are there, and if we expect God to respond with His 

blessing, we better adhere to the operating instructions He has given us, or truly we waste 

our prayers and efforts, shutting down any possible communication with Him.  How 

much better it is to take the time to find out how to use what God has provided and then 

practice the principles instead of stubbornly forging ahead and trying to do it our way. 

 

 

 What the Word has to say:  Psalm 119:11:  Thy word have I hid in my heart that I 

might not sin against Thee. 


